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Abstract—The major goal in defining and examining game 
scenarios is to find good strategies as solutions to the game. A 
plausible solution is a recommendation to the players on how to play 
the game, which is represented as strategies guided by the various 
choices available to the players. These choices invariably compel the 
players (decision makers) to execute an action following some 
conscious tactics. In this paper, we proposed a refinement-based 
heuristic as a machine learning technique for human-like decision 
making in playing Ayo game. The result showed that our machine 
learning technique is more adaptable and more responsive in making 
decision than human intelligence. The technique has the advantage 
that a search is astutely conducted in a shallow horizon game tree. 
Our simulation was tested against Awale shareware and an appealing 
result was obtained. 
 
Keywords—Decision making, Machine learning, Strategy, Ayo 
game.  
I. INTRODUCTION 
AMES have existed among many ancient peoples and are 
known in all contemporary human cultures. It has been 
suggested that the playing of games is one of the keys for 
defining characteristics of man. This is not unconnected with 
the fact that the basic constituents of any game are its 
participating autonomous decision makers, called “players”. 
Basically, decision making is the capability of the players to 
execute an action following some conscious tactical or 
strategic choices. The major goal in defining and examining 
game scenarios is to find good strategies as solutions to the 
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game [1]. The solution is a recommendation to the players on 
how to play the game, and is given as a tuple of strategies.  
This has given birth to what is called game-playing in 
computer science, which has been well studied as an 
intelligent task in Artificial Intelligence (AI). Generally in 
game playing, the total number of players may be large, but 
must be finite and must be known. Each player must have 
more than one choice, because a player with only one way of 
selecting can have no strategy and therefore cannot alter the 
outcome of a game. 
According to [2], there are a few basic elements, which are 
common to all games, such as:   
i. Conflicting objectives: For a game condition to 
exist there must be conflict and the possibility of 
winning or losing, or at least of something of 
value being at stake.  
ii. Rules: A game must possess rules, delineating 
the powers and limitations of players, though the 
rules may not be completely known to the 
players.   
iii. Visualization: A game must be visualizable, 
that is, it must be possible to picture what is 
going on, and it must possess a certain simplicity 
or elegance.   
iv. Playability: Finally, a game must be playable. It 
must have manageable mechanics of play. And it 
must be nontrivial strategically, permitting the 
development of more subtle and effective lines 
of play as players become familiar with the 
game. 
In order to play a game, a player must possess two 
characteristics [3]: interest in the objectives of play, and 
sufficient intelligence to understand the consequences of 
possible lines of play (though not necessarily fully). More 
than one type of intelligence may be required. All games 
require at least some degree of abstract intelligence, while 
many also require sophistication, judgment (particularly where 
the human factor is important), creativity, or a combination of 
these. Computers have come to possess impressive abstract 
abilities, particularly in game playing, to which considerable 
effort has been devoted by researchers in AI. There have been 
several researches on computer game-playing and it has seen 
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many successes. Nowadays, computers are able to play chess 
and other games (like checkers, Othello, and backgammon) at 
world-champion level. Moreover, a number of games have 
been solved by computers (e.g connect-four and awari). This 
study attempts to model the method of playing Ayo game with 
a machine learning technique, develop, and describe a 
decision making strategy that can always guarantee a player 
winning in any competition. 
 The rest of this paper is organized thus: section II gives a 
brief description of Ayo game. Section III presents the 
decision making process with machine learning technique for 
playing Ayo game and section IV describes the 
implementation of our decision making with the machine 
learning in playing Ayo game. Section V gives our 
experimental tests and results. The paper is concluded in 
section VI.  
II. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF AYO GAME 
Ayo is the most popular ancient African board game with 
many different variations among the Yorubas who occupy 
roughly the south-western states of Nigeria and parts of 
Republic of Benin. Ayo is a member of a family of board 
games called Mancala. The term “mancala” is used to indicate 
a large group of related games that are played almost all over 
the world [4]. Two persons play Ayo at a time with the board 
put in between the players as shown in Fig. 1 below. The 
board is a hollow out plank of wood consisting of two rows of 
six pits belonging to either rows and each pit contains four 
seeds of the plant “Caeselpinia crista” [5] such that a total of 
forty-eight seeds are contained in a board at the start of the 
game. Often, there are two extra hollow normally placed 
centrally at the end of each rows of the board. These are called 
“seed bags” that are used to store the captured seeds by each 
of the players. As the game progresses, each pit can contain 
any number of seeds or no seed at all. Just like any other 
games, the ultimate objective of the game is to capture more 
seeds than the opponent to emerge as winner or have equal 
number of seeds as a draw game.  As a seed is captured, it is 
removed from the board and put in the seed bag and plays no 
further part, other than being used to evaluate the current 
game position. 
 
 
Fig. 1 Players of Ayo game 
 
The objective of the players is to capture their opponent’s 
seeds (as many as possible). A move is made when the first 
player (which can be any of the players) picks up all the seeds 
in any of non-empty pits P1, P2, …, P6 on his/her side (home) 
of the board and deposits one seed at a time into the pits in an 
anticlockwise direction until all the seeds are deposited. This 
is called “sowing” the seeds. When the player reaches the end 
of a row, sowing continues in an anticlockwise direction in the 
other row. When a player picks a hollow (pit) with so many 
seeds (12 – 17 seeds otherwise called an Odu while the one 
that contains 23 – 27 seeds also regarded as Ikare [6] such that 
the player passes completely around the board, the originating 
hollow is skipped and the seed is played in the next hollow on 
[5]. This means that the originating hollow is always left 
empty at the end of the turn. If the last seed is sown in the 
opponent row and the hollow concerned finishes with two or 
more seeds, those seeds are captured in a clockwise direction 
until either a hollow does not have two or three seeds in it, or 
the end of the opponent row is reached. An illustration of 
players making moves to capture seeds is shown in Fig. 2, 
where when player 1 plays the seed in the fifth hollow, he/she 
capture the seeds in hollow 4, 3 and 2 of the player 2 as they 
result in 3, 2 and 3, making a total of eight seeds being 
captured, while on the other hand, if player 2 plays the seed in 
the sixth hollow of his own, he capture the seeds in hollow 1 
and 2 of the player 1, making a total of 4 seeds captured. The 
play progresses this way until the end is reached when a total 
number of seeds on the board will be equal to or less than five 
seeds.  
 
Fig. 2 A capture strategy in Ayo game 
 
One critical rule called the ‘golden rule’ [7] for capturing 
seeds is that a player must keep his opponent provided with at 
least one seed with which to play after he had captured the rest 
seeds. Any player who, in a bid to capture, contravenes this 
rule is automatically disallowed from making the capture and 
so takes nothing even if the content of the holes are 
technically ripe for capture. As illustrated in Fig. 2, if player 1 
plays the seeds in the fourth hole, which contains seven seeds, 
all the seeds on the player 2 sides qualify for capture. But 
following this rule, player 1 is not allowed any capture, 
although the move is allowed. 
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Fig. 3 A golden rule capture strategy in Ayo game 
 
Therefore, player 1 will rather play (or move) the three 
seeds in hole six to capture seven seeds, while player 2 can 
play the seeds in his fifth hole to capture three seeds. 
Sometimes, towards the end of a game, when there are only a 
few seeds to capture, a player is forced to give up one or more 
of his seeds for capture in order not to break the golden rule. 
If during the game, it is found that there are not enough seeds 
to make a capture, but both players can always proceed with a 
legal move, the game is stopped and the players are awarded 
seeds that reside on their respective side of the board. The 
initial game is rapid and much more interesting, where both 
the players capture seeds in quick succession. To determine 
the optimal strategy during the initial play is hard and thus has 
not yet been studied [8]. It involves planning at least 2–3 
moves in advance, and remembering the number of seeds in 
every pit [5], [9]. 
III. DECISION MAKING WITH MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH 
FOR PLAYING AYO GAME 
The history of the interaction of machine learning and 
computer game-playing dated back to the early days of AI, 
when Arthur Samuel worked on his famous checker-playing 
program, pioneering many machine and game-playing 
techniques [10], [11]. Game, whether created for 
entertainment, simulation, or education, provides great 
opportunity for machine learning [12]. Machine learning is the 
branch of AI which studies learning methods for creating 
intelligent systems. These systems are trained with the use of a 
learning algorithm for a domain specific problem or tasks 
[13]. Generally, minimax search has been the fundamental 
concept of obtaining solution to game problems. However, 
there are a number of limitations associated with using 
minimax search [8]. These are: 
i. improper design of a suitable evaluator for moves 
before the moves are made, and 
ii. inability to select a correct move without assuming that 
players will play optimally. 
 It is our believe that eliminating these limitations of the 
minimax search will improve the playing of Ayo game. For 
example, in a game scenario, a player can be irrational in 
move selection as a play strategy such as bluffing as 
applicable in Ayo. Bluffing is a powerful play strategy and is 
defined as the ability to tradeoff an invaluable seeds so as to 
gain advantage. Hence, it involves sacrificing immediate 
reward to obtain a greater reward in the long term. But two 
important factors that must be taken into consideration when 
bluffing are: 
 i. when to bluff, and 
 ii. the number of seeds (i.e tradeoff seeds) to sacrifice. 
Consequently, the effect of a single move can be so large 
that it becomes incalculable for human in competitive 
situations. More importantly, it is unnecessary to search large 
game positions to evolve an Ayo player that performs pretty 
well. Human’s brain functions in a way that a person does not 
necessarily take much time to solve a problem. Human solves 
complex problems using approximate matching. Machine 
intelligence is supposed to be an impersonation of human 
intelligence, therefore, there is no need looking for exact 
solution (that may not exist) to a complex problem when its 
approximation is equally good. Hence, complementing 
minimax search at shallow depth with machine learning 
techniques provides a good approximation to deeper search. In 
order to construct an efficient evaluator for the minimax 
search, a refinement-based machine learning techniques is 
imperative. Machine learning techniques like neural network, 
nearest neighbor search and case-based reasoning are 
important refinement tools that we have investigated for 
accomplishing this arduous prediction task. The idea of 
minimax algorithm is synonymously related to these 
otimization procedures. Max player tries as much as possible 
to increase the minimum value of the game, while Min tends 
to decrease its maximum value at a node as both players play 
towards optimality. This process can be described by the 
algorithm in Fig. 4. 
 
Fig. 4 Basic Minimax Algorithm 
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In this work, we complemented the minimax algorithm with 
a refinement method and the entire algorithm then has three 
main components thus: (1) build game tree, (2) compute game 
value and (3) refine feasible moves. The “buildTree” 
procedure constructs a game tree in top-down fashion using 
breath-first traversal and nodes are evaluated as fan out is 
made to all nodes adjacent to their immediate parents. The 
“computeValue” procedure computes the game value bottom-
up and “predictMove” uses move refinement procedure 
(MRP) to predict the best move among few ones 
recommended by minimax. 
IV. IMPLEMENTING DECISION MAKING OF THE REFINEMENT-
BASED MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH   
We followed [8] for the implementation of our refinement-
based procedure. It comprises of three modules; Basic 
Refinement Minimax (BRM), Priority, and Similarity. A move 
refinement is a mapping that accepts a set of moves and then 
evaluates each move and returns a single move with best 
advantage using a simple myopic decision. The basic 
refinement minimax is represented in a myopic rule as:  
Given a game state, let move[k] = {m1, m2, …, mk} be a set of 
k feasible moves. We call mk the head and m1 the tail. A move 
is protected if it is not vulnerable to being forfeited when the 
opponent plays 
(1) If k=1 Then select the only available move and stop 
(2) If tail/head is not protected for South/North player 
respectively Then select it Else select a move with 
the highest mobility strength (that is, tendency to 
have more possibilities of move). 
For the purpose of move classification, we described an 
algorithm called “priority” in which moves are respectively 
classified into two classes: C1 (class of moves that gives the 
south player a better advantage) and C2 (class of moves that 
gives opponent a better advantage) using the perceptron 
learning algorithm [14]: 
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Where yi is an example misclassified by the weight wk, η is 
the learning rate, w0 is a threshold weight and g(x) is a linear 
discriminant function of the input vector x given by the 
following equation: 
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If the feature vectors in C1 have higher priority than those in 
C2. Then a vector in C1 with farthest distance from the 
separating hyper-plane is selected. However, if all vectors are 
found in C2, BRM algorithm is applied. This algorithm is 
described more compactly by the following pseudo-code. 
(1) Let x1, x2, …, xn be moves recommended by 
minimax algorithm 
(2) Classify these moves into C1 and C2  
(3) If C1 is not empty Then  
select k moves, which satisfy xk=max{g(V(xk))} 
where V(xk) is a feature vector of xk Else  
select all moves in C2, store selected moves in the 
array move[m] and store the dimension of move[m] 
as m 
(4) Apply BRP to the moves stored in move[m] array.  
In order to measure the similarity for effective 
classification, strategies are simply regarded as episodes. The 
similarity between the ith target episode xi and the source 
episodes yj of the jth class is computed and the largest 
similarity measure is returned. The target episode with the 
maximum similarity greater than or equal to a given threshold 
value (called bluffing threshold) and a game value less or 
equal to the tradeoff seed is selected.  Bluffing is the ability to 
tradeoff some seeds so as to gain an advantage of capturing 
more seeds in the nearest future. Otherwise priority algorithm 
is applied. The procedure is described succinctly with the 
flowchart below: 
 
 
Fig. 5 Flowchart Showing the Refinement Procedure 
 
The similarity between two episodes xi and yj is calculated 
using the Canberra, Correlation, and Angular product-moment 
coefficient [15] for the purpose of comparison because none 
of them could function well when used in isolation.  
V. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS AND RESULTS 
The above method was implemented using C++ and a 
sample simulation showing decision making process for a best 
move in playing Ayo game is shown in Fig. 6.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 6 A Prototype Simulation of Ayo Game 
 
From our simulation, we observed that the Canberra 
distance is very sensitive to small changes near zero, while the 
correlation metric suggests a move faster than the other two 
metrics. In Fig. 6a, the metrics suggested that the best house 
for south player to move is house s1, which in actual fact 
agrees with the thought of an expert player. Here the least 
value for the similarity measure is selected but for the purpose 
of mobility and bluffing, the highest value is selected (see 
correlation and angular metrics) as illustrated in Fig. 6b to 
complement our decision making process. 
The performance of the refinement procedure was 
evaluated by playing a series of games with Awale shareware, 
which we registered to play with. The results obtained from a 
series of six games played at each level, for which each player 
was allowed to start thrice are recorded in Table I using the 
playing rules presented in section II. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TABLE I 
RESULTS OF PLAYING AWALE USING REFINEMENT HEURISTICS AT FOUR 
LEVELS  
 
 
Our Ayo simulation (henceforth called evolved player) 
favorably competed with Awale shareware at all levels as 
results show. On average, it captured majority of seeds after 
playing at initiation level using the three refinement 
algorithms respectively. Similarly, it equally won at beginner 
and amateur levels, although Awale defeated once at beginner 
level and twice at the amateur level using priority algorithm. 
The evolved player shows a promising performance over 
previous methods, since it captured more seeds. However, 
only the similarity algorithm defeated Awale convincingly at 
the grandmaster level having captured 25 seeds as shown in 
column 3 and 4 of Table I, column 1 indicates the various play 
level in Awale shareware and column 2 gives the number of 
game moves before the end of game play. 
VI.  CONCLUSION 
We have been able to simulate the human decision making 
process  in playing Ayo game, which  can  make  optimal  or 
nearly optimal decisions  and  is  able  to maintain  those 
decisions over  time  with  little  or  no  human  supervision. 
The algorithm employed to evolve our Ayo player is 
computationally effective and has the tendency to incorporate 
new play strategies in form of expert instruction and then 
become more sensitive to its mistakes/weaknesses. In our 
future work, we intend to research in using neural network to 
predict game move and compare its behaviour with our 
refinement-based heuristic.  
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